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Popular science summary 
In the modern world, many different natural and man-made substances are 
everywhere, from the air we breathe to the food we eat. To protect public safety and 
health, the ability to analyze these substances is crucial. In medicine, for instance, 
the rapid and accurate detection of molecules can help diagnose diseases early. For 
example, during the COVID-19 pandemic, rapid antigen tests were essential to 
determine if someone had the virus. Do you know how these tests work?  

A typical rapid antigen test device is contained in a plastic box marked with “S” 
(sample holder), “T” (test) and “C” (control). To detect the virus, three types of 
antibodies work together in rapid antigen test: gold-labeled, and T- and C-line fixed 
antibodies, denoted as “E”, “F” and “G”, respectively. At the “S” spot, “E” reaches 
out and grabs a specific part of the virus if it is present in the sample. As the sample 
flows to the “T” area, “F” reaches out and grabs the virus that was previously 
grabbed by “E” and locks it into the “T” area. The gold nanoparticles attached on 
“E” appear as a line in the “T” area. Any extra “E” that does not catch the virus 
continues to flow to the “C” area. In the C area, the extra “E” (together with the 
attached gold nanoparticles) is captured by the fixed “G” to generate a second line, 
indicating that the test is working properly. These antibodies play a crucial role in 
the antigen test, and they work in a way like how different locks fit perfectly their 
corresponding keys.  With the help of the gold nanoparticles, the detection of virus 
is achieved with naked eye. 

To produce a detection kit or device, although antibodies are often the first choice, 
the direct use of antibodies is somewhat problematic. First, antibodies do not last 
very long, and they are not very stable, especially outside of their natural 
environments. Additionally, because the acquisition of antibodies can be expensive, 
time-consuming, and laborious, finding more durable and reliable substitutes that 
have functionalities similar to those of antibodies is very important. 

In this thesis, we explore a group of special materials called “molecular recognition 
materials” which are chemically designed to have the right shapes and structures to 
bind specific targets with sufficient strength. In this thesis, two strategies are 
investigated for synthesizing molecular recognition materials. 

One approach involves chemically combining molecular building blocks with 
emerging nanomaterials. Boronic acid is a building block that can catch molecules 
that have certain structures, such as sugars. Single-stranded DNA is another building 
block that can fit together with complementary single-stranded DNA. This means if 
the target is a particular single-stranded DNA, a complementary single-stranded 
DNA can be used to catch the target through base matching. To enhance the ability 
of these building blocks for catching targets, they are combined with porous silica 
particles. The porous silica particles can offer a large surface area and well-
controlled pore sizes to improve molecular detection and quantification. 
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The second approach involves the use of molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs), 
which are often referred to as “artificial receptors” or “plastic antibodies.” MIPs are 
polymers that are specially designed against a specific target. By molecular 
imprinting, specific binding sites are created in crosslinked polymers. This process 
is similar to pressing a modelling clay with your thumb, which leaves a unique 
fingerprint of your thumb on the clay. 

Once these molecular recognition materials are established, the challenge is to 
convert the event of molecular binding to a detectable signal. In the rapid antigen 
test, the capture of virus by the antibody causes aggregation of the gold 
nanoparticles, which indicates the presence of the virus in the sample. In this thesis, 
fluorescent molecules were employed as signaling tools. When a target molecule 
attaches to the molecular recognition material, it activates or deactivates fluorescent 
molecules, which strengthens or weakens the fluorescence signal. This can be 
measured using specialized equipment, such as a fluorescence spectrometer, to 
provide valuable information about the presence and concentration of the target 
molecule. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
I vår moderna värld omges vi av olika naturliga och konstgjorda ämnen. Dessa finns 
överallt - i luften vi andas och maten vi äter. Det är viktigt att analysera dem för vår 
säkerhet och hälsa. I medicinfältet kan snabb och korrekt detektion av molekyler 
hjälpa till att tidigt diagnostisera sjukdomar. Till exempel, under COVID-19-
pandemin var snabba tester kallade antigen-snabbtester avgörande för att fastställa 
om någon hade viruset. Vet du hur dessa tester fungerar? 

Ett typisk antigen-snabbtest är en plastlåda märkt med S (sample), T (test) och C 
(control). Det finns tre typer av antikroppar som samverkar i antigen-snabbtestet för 
detektering, de är antikroppar med nanopartiklar i guld, antikroppar som är fixerade 
vid T-linjen och antikroppar som är fixerade vid C-linjen, vi kallar de tre 
antikropparna för E, F och G, respektive. På S fångar E en specifik del av COVID-
viruset om de finns i provet. Provet flyter sedan upp genom testområdet med hjälp 
av kapillärkraften. Vid T sträcker F ut sig och fångar COVID-virus som redan har 
fångats av E och låser fast dem på plats. Guldnanopartiklarna kommer sedan synas 
som en linje på testet. Eventuell överbliven E som inte fångade något virus fortsätter 
upp till C-linjen där en liknande process äger rum, men här fångas alla E av G som 
skapar en annan linje i C-området som indikerar att testet fungerar som tänkt. Dessa 
antikroppar spelar en avgörande roll i antigen-testet. De fungerar som små lås som 
låser sig fast på viruset, och med hjälp av guldnanopartiklarna gör de viruset synligt. 

Antikroppar är en central del i dessa tester men det finns vissa problem med att 
använda antikroppar. För det första är de instabila och håller inte särskilt länge, 
särskilt utanför naturliga miljöer. För det andra är det dyrt och tidskrävande att skapa 
antikroppar. Dessa problem gör det viktigt att hitta mer hållbara och pålitliga 
substitut. 

Detta examensarbete går ut på att utforska smarta material som kallas “recognition 
materials”. Dessa material är kemiskt utformade med specifika former och 
strukturer för att starkt binda till specifika målmolekyler precis som antikroppar. 
Examensarbetet innefattar två strategier för att skapa dessa “recognition materials”. 

Ett tillvägagångssätt är att kemiskt kombinera molekylära byggstenar med nya typer 
av nanomaterial. Boronsyra är en typ av byggsten som kan fånga molekyler med 
vissa strukturer, som socker. Enkelsträngad DNA är en annan byggsten som kan 
binda med komplementär enkelsträngad DNA. Detta innebär att om din målmolekyl 
är en specifik enkelsträngad DNA kan du designa en komplementär enkelsträngad 
DNA för att fånga den. För att göra dessa byggstenar ännu bättre på att fånga 
målmolekyler täcker man nanopartiklar av poröst kisel med dessa molekylära 
byggstenar, vilket ökar ytarean och kan erbjuda storleksselektion. 

Det andra tillvägagångssättet innefattar användningen av molekylära avtryck (MIP), 
som ofta kallas “konstgjorda antikroppar” eller “antikroppar i plast”. MIP är 
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speciellt utformade polymerer som formas runt en specifik målmolekyl. Denna 
process kan liknas vid att forma modellera runt din tumme, vilket lämnar ett unikt 
avtryck i leran av din tumme. 

När dessa “recognition materials” väl har fångat sina målmolekyler ligger nästa 
utmaning i att omvandla denna händelse till en detekterbar signal. I fallet med 
antigen-snabbtesterna leder fångsten av viruset till en aggregering av 
guldnanopartiklarna, vilket leder till en färgförändring som visar att viruset finns. I 
detta examensarbete används fluorescerande molekyler som signalverktyg. När en 
målmolekyl fäster sig vid en MIP aktiverar eller inaktiverar målmolekylel de 
fluorescerande molekylerna, vilket resulterar i en starkare eller svagare 
fluorescerande signal. Denna signalintensitet kan mätas med specialutrustning 
(fluoroscensspektrometri) och ger värdefull information om närvaron och 
koncentrationen av målmolekylen. 
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Abstract 
The development of sensitive, convenient, and cost-effective methods for detecting 
disease biomarkers is very important for meeting the growing demand for early 
clinical diagnosis. Additionally, the detection of disease biomarkers at ultralow 
concentrations is very important for disease prevention and treatment and 
posttreatment rehabilitation. However, current ultrasensitive detection strategies 
often require sophisticated instruments or complex sample pretreatments that may 
not be available in laboratories that have limited resources. Therefore, we focused 
on assembling various inorganic and organic building blocks to synthesize 
integrated multifunctional materials and improve the performance of analytical 
systems and methods. 

Boronic acid (BA), which is a small synthetic molecule, was conjugated in 
nanopores of dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS) through a high-efficiency click 
reaction and a temperature-responsive polymer intermediate. The developed 
boronate affinity materials provide more affinity sites for cis-diol enrichment, and 
the well-defined narrow pores of DFNS provide highly selective affinity binding 
toward low-molecular-weight cis-diols. Moreover, a BA derivative, 4-
vinylphenylboronic acid (VPBA), was employed to develop a fluorescence 
technique for monitoring molecular imprinting in real time and gaining insights into 
molecular recognition mechanisms. Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) were 
synthesized using Alizarin Red S (ARS) as the template and VPBA as the functional 
monomer. The fluorogenic VPBA–ARS complex enables molecular imprinting 
signaling. The resulting MIPs also exhibited specific binding toward ARS and 
served as a fluorescent probe for detecting Cu2+ ions without any tedious sample 
preparation. 

Fluorescein-labeled single-stranded nucleic acid was directly adsorbed on 
polydopamine-functionalized DFNS to develop a “turn-on” fluorescence biosensor, 
which functions using an adsorption–quenching–recovery mechanism that enables 
the simple and highly efficient detection of nucleic acid biomarkers. A proof of 
concept was demonstrated using microRNA as a biomarker model. 

Nucleic acid amplification and MIPs were employed to achieve the low-cost, 
simple, and reliable detection and quantification of protein biomarkers. MIPs were 
prepared using Pickering emulsion polymerization and DFNS as a stabilizer to 
produce surface-accessible binding sites for protein biomarkers. The MIP-induced 
protein recognition was amplified by the hybridization chain reaction and translated 
into an easily detectable fluorescence signal.   
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Abbreviations 
ARS Alizarin red S 

ATRP Atom transfer radical polymerization 

AuNP Gold colloid nanoparticles 

BA Boronic acid 

BAMs Boronate affinity materials 

BAs Boronic acid and derivatives 

BHQ1 Black hole quencher 

CuAAC Cu(I)-catalyzed alkyne−azide cycloaddition 

DFNS Dendritic fibrous nanosilica 

dsDNA Double-stranded DNA 

ENR Enrofloxacin 

FAM 6-Carboxyfluorescein 

FNAs Functional nucleic acids 

FRET Förster resonance energy transfer 

FRP Free radical polymerization 

HCR Hybridization chain reaction 

hpDNA DNA hairpin 

LCST Lower critical solution temperature 

MBs Molecular beacons 

MIPs Molecularly imprinted polymers 

PCR Polymerase chain reaction 

PDA Polydopamine 

pGMA poly(glycidyl methacrylate) 

pNIPAm poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) 

QD Quantum dots 

ROS Reactive oxygen species 

SAMs Self-assembled monolayers 
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SELEX Exponential enrichment 

SNAs Spherical nucleic acids 

ssDNA Single strand DNA 

UCNPs Upconversion nanoparticles 

VPBA 4-vinylphenylboronic acid 
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Chapter 1 Introduction  

1.1 Background  
Molecular recognition elements are constructed for providing selective target 
binding from a mixture of different (and sometimes closely related) compounds, 
materials, or living cells. The high specificity and affinity of molecular recognition 
elements are achieved by appropriate structures that enable multipoint noncovalent 
or covalent interactions with the target. Such highly selective binding is called 
“molecular recognition”. 

Molecular recognition elements can range from small coordination compounds, 
such as crown ethers and boronic acid derivatives, to macromolecules, such as 
enzymes, antibodies, and nucleic acids. With the rapid development of materials 
science and nanotechnology, these synthetic molecular receptors and biological 
molecular recognition elements have been incorporated into polymer matrices or 
functionalized nanostructured materials to obtain molecular recognition materials. 
In this manner, the selectivity and sensitivity of molecular recognition elements 
could be enhanced. Additionally, molecular recognition materials that have 
functionalities of both polymers and nanomaterials are more robust for practical 
applications. 

Boronic acid and derivatives (BAs) are highly valuable in molecular recognition 
owing to their unique ability to recognize cis-diol motifs through the formation of 
boronic esters. Although the reaction involves the formation of covalent bonds, it is 
still reversible. The binding of diols by boronic acids occurs in a bivalent manner at 
the molecular level. To enhance the affinity for compounds containing cis-diols, 
researchers have synthesized various dimeric derivatives of boronic acid and 
attached BAs to polymers and nanoparticles to develop boronic affinity materials 
(BAMs) that can facilitate molecular recognition for not only low-molecular-weight 
compounds but also macromolecules and live cells. 

The complementary pairing of nucleic acid bases, which are guanine–cytosine and 
adenine–thymine in DNA (or guanine– cytosine and adenine– uracil in RNA), result 
in the formation of a double-stranded association complex (hybridization) between 
the formed nucleotide sequences, which is a powerful molecular recognition system. 
The chemical synthesis and easy modification of both DNA and RNA render them 
attractive candidates for integration with nanomaterials. Compared with their linear 
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nucleic acid counterparts, DNA- and RNA-functionalized nanomaterials have 
unique properties, including transfection-reagent-free uptake into cells, stronger 
binding affinity to their complements, minimal immunogenicity, and reduced 
propensity toward nuclease degradation. 

Molecular imprinting involves the generation of cavities in polymer matrices that 
have distinct memories of template molecules. These cavities are designed to 
facilitate molecular recognition. Molecular imprinting relies on a combination of 
physical and chemical interactions between target molecules and functional 
monomers, which ultimately result in the formation of molecularly complementary 
materials or material interfaces called “molecularly imprinted polymers” (MIPs). 
BAs and DNA have been used as functional monomers to improve the affinity of 
MIPs. 

To utilize molecular recognition materials for bioanalytical applications effectively, 
the detection and signaling of molecular recognition events must be enabled while 
maintaining binding affinity. In this regard, fluorescence-based signaling methods 
offer a promising solution, because fluorescence detection provides several 
advantages, including high sensitivity, selectivity, and a wide range of dynamics, 
which enable the detection of low concentrations of target molecules. Moreover, 
fluorescence detection enables multiplexing, which facilitates the simultaneous 
detection of multiple targets. Because it is nondestructive and noninvasive and has 
excellent temporal and spatial resolutions, fluorescence detection is suitable for real-
time monitoring. Additionally, fluorescence detection is versatile, has a diverse 
range of available fluorescent dyes, and offers ease of detection and quantification. 

1.2 Aim and scope of this thesis 
The aim of this thesis is to explore different molecular building blocks to construct 
molecular recognition materials for bioanalytical applications. The research is 
focused on the assembly of multifunctional materials to improve the performance 
of analytical systems and methods. By combining different molecular building 
blocks with emerging nanomaterials, we strive to gain insights into molecular 
recognition mechanisms in different synthetic systems. By seeking answers to some 
fundamental questions underlining molecular recognition, we aim to contribute to 
next-generation materials that are not limited to analytical sciences but have a 
broader application scope. 

Paper I described the immobilization of clickable BA in nanopores of dendritic 
fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), which was achieved using a copper-catalyzed click 
reaction and an optional temperature-responsive polymer brush that was synthesized 
in situ. The resulting boronate affinity material was evaluated by studying its 
molecular recognition characteristics for cis-diols using Alizarin Red S (ARS) and 
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nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) as models. The impacts of the 
intermediate polymer and its temperature-modulated phase variation on target 
binding were also investigated. 

Paper II introduced a fluorescence technique to enable the uninterrupted observation 
of dynamic interactions within the template–functional monomer complex 
throughout imprinting. The technique simultaneously enabled the real-time 
monitoring of template binding and its subsequent dissociation from the imprinted 
polymer. For synthesizing MIPs, 4-vinylphenylboronic acid (VPBA) and ARS were 
chosen as the functional monomer and template, respectively. The synthesized MIPs 
exhibited a strong affinity for ARS and served as an effective fluorescence sensor 
for detecting Cu2+ ions. 

Paper III described the development of a simple “turn-on” fluorescence biosensor 
for detecting nucleic acid biomarkers. The biosensor operated through an 
adsorption–quenching–recovery mechanism. 6-Carboxyfluorescein-modified 
single-stranded DNA (FAM–ssDNA) was adsorbed on polydopamine-
functionalized DFNS (DFNS@DA), which quenched the fluorescence. In the 
presence of a complementary target sequence, FAM–ssDNA detached from 
DFNS@DA, which intensified the fluorescence. 

Paper Ⅳ described the development of nonenzymatic hybridization chain reaction 
(HCR)-amplified protein detection/quantification using MIPs as a recognition 
element for protein biomarkers. MIPs were prepared using Pickering emulsion 
polymerization (EP) and used to capture target proteins. The HCR reaction was 
initiated by adding ssDNA to captured proteins, followed by the addition of two 
hairpin DNA molecules labeled with a fluorophore and quencher. The opening of 
the hairpins and formation of nicked dsDNA generated fluorescence emission. 
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Chapter 2 Boronic acid-enabled 
molecular recognition and signaling 

2.1 Boronic acid reactivity 
BA contains a trigonal planar sp2-hybridized boron atom, which is bonded to either 
an alkyl or aryl group, and two hydroxyl groups. The boron center has six valence 
electrons (Figure 1, top left). In aqueous media, BA equilibrates between neutral 
hydrophobic molecules and hydrophilic hydroxyboronate anions when complexed 
with hydroxide ions (Figure 1, top right). When the pH is higher than the pKa, 
boronate esterification is favorable. Conversely, when the pH is lower than the pKa, 
hydrolysis is induced and reverses the reaction.  

BAs can form esters, most frequently with 1,2- and 1,3-diols in carbohydrates, 
catechols, nucleosides, glycoproteins, and bacteria.1,2 Initial  investigations into the 
formation of reversible covalent bonds between boronic acids and 1,2- or 1,3-diols 
were reported by Lorand and Edwards,  who compared covalent bond constants for 
different phenylboronic acids and diol compounds by observing pH drop.3 
Typically, when the surrounding pH is equal to or higher than the pKa  of the BAs, 
the BAs can form an adduct with hydroxyl groups and change to an sp3-hybridized 
tetragonal boronate anion. The reaction between BAs and cis-diols forms five- or 
six-membered cyclic esters.4 Conversely, when the surrounding pH is substantially 
lower than the pKa value of the BAs, the BA−cis-diol complex dissociates because 
the BAs completely reverts to sp2-hybridized trigonal configuration5,6 (Figure 1, 
bottom). Because BAs can recognize diol motifs through boronic ester formation, 
they attracted considerable research attention as a functional group for targeting 
molecules containing cis-diol structures.  
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Figure 1. Esterification equilibrium between boronic acid or boronate anion in aqueous solution 
containing 1,2- or 1,3-diols, where pKa,BA and pKa,BE are pKa values for boronic acid and ester, 
respectively. Reproduced with permission from reference 6. Copyright 2016, American Chemical 
Society. 

2.2 Boronate affinity materials 
With the introduction of BAs, which functions as both stimuli-responsive functional 
groups and targeting ligands, BAMs can selectively and reversibly bind to cis-diols 
containing compounds. Conventional BAMs have three apparent drawbacks, 
including non-biocompatible binding pH, weak affinity, and relatively poor 
selectivity, which substantially limit the practical applications of BAMs. Various 
BAMs, such as macroporous monoliths7-9, mesoporous materials10-11, 
nanoparticles12-14, MIPs15-17, and temperature-responsive materials18-19, have been 
developed to solve these problems. 

2.2.1 Dendritic fibrous silica nanoparticles 

In materials science, over the past few decades, extensive research has been 
conducted on mesoporous silica for advancing various technologies  (Figure 2).20 
Notable contributions include the development of Mobil Composite Material 
(MCM-41), which contains ordered hexagonal mesopores, by Kresge and 
colleagues.21 Similarly, Stucky et al. synthesized silica that has tunable large 
mesopores,  known as SBA-15 (Santa Barbara, CA, USA).22  In 2010, Polshettiwar 
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et al. introduced a simple emulsion system to generate silica-based nanospheres with 
dendritic fibrous characteristics.23 Similarly, Du et al. utilized an ethyl ether 
emulsion to produce silica nanospheres, referred to as hierarchically mesoporous 
silica nanoparticles.24 This sparked growing interest in DFNS and led to 
investigations on their structures and composite multifunctional properties. Notably, 
in 2013, Yi et al. reported the development of carbon-based DFNS by employing 
DFNS as templates for synthesizing mesoporous carbon.25 In 2014, Chen et al. 
synthesized bioactive-glass-based DFNS for gene delivery applications.26 
Meanwhile, Zhao et al. introduced a biphase stratification approach for fabricating 
three-dimensional dendritic mesoporous silica nanospheres with adjustable 
structures.27 Additionally, in 2016, Yu et al. developed mesoporous organosilica 
nanoparticles that featured chemically functionalized organic and inorganic 
components.28 Furthermore, in 2017, Polshettiwar et al. synthesized silica and 
titania-hybrid DFNS, which led to additional possibilities for practical application.29  

Figure 2. Timeline of DFNS development. Reproduced with permission from reference 20. 
 

As shown in electron microscopy images and nitrogen adsorption isotherms (Figure 
3), DFNS has a unique three-dimensional structure in which hierarchical pores are 
defined by numerous center-radial nanochannels. This unique architecture renders 
DFNS very promising for applications dependent on carrier platforms or supports. 
The DFNS surface and pores can be chemically modified using a postmodification 
or one-pot cocondensation approach, which enables the introduction of desired 
functional groups tailored for specific applications. Correspondingly, molecules of 
various sizes, such as drugs, DNA, proteins, and polymer brushes, can be loaded or 
coloaded in situ on the carrier surface and in pores by covalent conjugation, 
electrostatic forces, hydrophobic interactions. Consequently, DFNS-supported and 
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DFNS-based particles could serve as candidates for catalysis, separation, detection, 
energy harvesting, delivery carriers, photothermal ablation therapy, real-time 
imaging, etc.  

Figure 3. SEM images, TEM images and N2 sorption isotherms of DFNS containing (a) 4 nm, (b) 20 
nm pores. 

2.2.2 Polymer brushes  
Polymer brushes are dense polymer chains anchored at one end to a solid surface, 
to form a thin coating.30 Surface-initiated controlled radical polymerizations, 
including atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), reversible addition-
fragmentation chain transfer polymerization, nitroxide-mediated polymerization, 
and photoiniferter-mediated polymerization, are useful synthesis methods for 
controlling the functionality, density, and thickness of polymer brushes.31 Usually, 
the substrate surface is first modified with an initiator monolayer, and polymer 
chains then directly grow from reactive sites on the immobilized initiator layer32-

33(Figure 4).  

Functional groups can be introduced to polymer brushes through two primary 
methods.34-35 The first approach entails the direct surface-initiated polymerization 
of the corresponding monomer, which incorporates functional groups into the 
polymer brushes. In the second approach, functional groups can be introduced by 
postmodifying precursor polymer brushes, which contain appropriate reactive 
groups that are compatible with surface-initiated controlled radical polymerization. 
Figure 4 shows that the postmodification of polymer brushes can involve the 
modification of side-chain functional groups, such as hydroxyl, carboxylic acid, 
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carboxylic ester, and epoxide groups. Additionally, postmodification can be 
conducted at the polymer chain end, or a combination of both. 

Polymer brushes are well suited for preparing various functional surfaces and endow
the matrix with exquisite properties, such as corrosion protection, colloid stability,36

adhesive behaviour, stimuli-responsiveness,37 lubrication and friction properties, 
and specific molecular interactions.38

Figure 4. Surface-initiated polymerization and postmodification. Reproduced with permission from 
reference 31. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society

2.2.3 Boronic acid functionalized DFNS
In Paper I, we described the investigation and use of Cu(I)-catalyzed alkyne azide 
cycloaddition (CuAAC) click reaction and a general-purpose polymer intermediate 
to immobilize boronic acid affinity ligands in DFNS nanopores. BA-functionalized 
DFNS were prepared by the direct click conjugation of azide-functionalized BA in 
alkyne-functionalized narrow pores of DFNS (Figure 5, route A) and conjugation 
through polymer brushes (Figure 5, route B). Thermoresponsive random polymer 
brushes comprising poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAm) and poly(glycidyl 
methacrylate) (pGMA) were prepared from initiator-functionalized DFNS. 
pNIPAm is a thermoresponsive polymer that has a characteristic lower critical 
solution temperature (LCST) in water at approximately 32 °C. Above the LCST, the 
polymer transitions from hydrophilic to hydrophobic. pGMA is widely employed 
for preparing functional polymer materials because its epoxy group can undergo 
ring-opening reactions and conjugate with azide-functionalized BA (PCAPBA)
through the CuAAC click reaction.

surface-initiated 
polymerization

Initiator, iniferter
RAFT agent

Side chain modification

chain end modification

Side chain and chain end modification
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Figure 5. Synthesis approaches for preparing boronic acid functionalized DFNS.

Figure 6 shows that polymer-containing nanoparticles (DFNS@pco@BA) have a 
much higher binding capacity than polymer-free nanoparticles (DFNS@BA). By 
contrast, without the boronic acid ligand, the binding capacities of DFNS@N3 and 
DFNS@pco@N3 are substantially lower. The higher cis-diol binding capacity of 
DFNS@pco@BA is attributed to the higher density of boronic acid ligands 
immobilized on flexible polymer chains in DFNS.
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Figure 6. (a) ARS binding on small molecule modified DFNS (DFNS@N3 and DFNS@BA) at 20 °C 
and pH 8.5. (b) ARS binding on polymer containing DFNS (DFNS@pco@N3 and DFNS@pco@BA) 
at 20 °C and pH 8.5. Particle concentration was 1 mg/mL.
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2.3 Fluorescent probes for boronic acids

2.3.1 Alizarin Red S
ARS dye contains diol groups. In aqueous solutions, ARS can react with BAs to 
form a fluorescent adduct.39-40 Because the active protons in hydroxyanthraquinones 
are responsible for substantial fluorescence quenching,41 when an ester forms from 
the reactions between ARS and BAs, these protons are released, which result in the 
absence of fluorescence quenching39, 42 (Figure 7). The binding of BAs to ARS 
remarkably changes the fluorescence intensity and color, which render this adduct 
a useful fluorogenic reporter for qualitatively determining the presence of BAs.

Figure 7. Formation of fluorescent adduct from the reaction between ARS and boronic acid.

Paper I described the use of ARS as a fluorogenic reporter to confirm that BA was 
introduced to both DFNS@BA and DFNS@pco@BA. As shown in Figure 8, after 
the ARS treatment, the spectra of DFNS@BA and DFNS@pco@BA both displayed 
an emission peak near 600 nm which was not observed in the spectra of DFNS@N3

or DFNS@pco@N3. This result confirmed the presence of boronic acid in both
boronic acid modified nanoparticles. Additionally, fluorescence emitted from 
DFNS@pco@BA was more intense than that emitted from DFNS@BA, which 
further confirmed that the boronic acid content of DFNS@pco@BA was higher than
that on DFNS@BA.

Alizarin Red S Excitation: 469 nm
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Figure 8. Fluorescence emissions of boronic acid modified and unmodified DFNS after mixing with 
ARS. (a) DFNS without polymer brush, (b) DFNS with polymer brush.

The fluorescent ARS–boronate adduct can be easily cleaved by adjusting the pH or 
introducing competing cis-diols or metal ions (Figure 9a and b). Therefore, this 
adduct has been extensively employed in competitive binding assays for sensing 
cis-diols-containing compounds , particularly saccharides.42 Furthermore, the ARS–
boronate adduct can be oxidized by reactive oxygen species (ROS) to form the 
corresponding phenol43 (Figure 9c). ROS function as nucleophiles and coordinate 
with boron, and the covalent bond between the boron atom and R group is cleaved 
through an electronic rearrangement.44 Through this mechanism, the ARS–boronate 
adduct has been utilized in reaction-based indicator displacement assays for sensing
ROS.45-46

Metal ions 

(c)

(a)

(b)
Cu2+
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Figure 9. Quenching of fluorescent ARS–boronate adduct by introducing (a) saccharides, (b) metal 
ions, and (c) ROS. 

2.3.2 Boronic acid–alizarin complex incorporated nanoparticles 
The ARS–boronate system has been widely utilized by numerous researchers to 
develop fluorescence assays for detecting carbohydrates, anions, and metal ions, and 
considerable effort has been made to enhance the analytical performance of the 
ARS–boronate system in fluorescence competition assays. For instance, Li et al. 
demonstrated that the fluorescence of the ARS–boronate complex can be 
substantially intensified  utilizing cationic surfactant-assembled vesicles.47 Ma et al. 
synthesized a range of boronic acid containing acrylamide monomers, which were 
subsequently polymerized to polyacrylamide hydrogels. The hydrogels were loaded 
with ARS to produce an ARS–boronate system that exhibited  colorimetric response 
when exposed to monosaccharides (Figure 10a).48 Liang et al. developed boronic 
acid and ARS-functionalized  poly(amidoamine) dendrimers (PAMAM). The 
functionalized dendrimers could  discriminate between fructose, glucose, ribose, 
and galactose (Figure 10b).49 Miao et al. designed a gold-nanocluster and ARS–
boronic acid-based radiometric fluorescent probe that reliably and effectively 
detected glucose in rat brain microdialysate, by overcoming environmental 
influences (Figure 10c).50 

(a) 

 

 

(c)

(b) 

 

 

Figure 10. (a) Gel slabs: borogel (left), blank gel plus ARS (middle), and borogel plus ARS (right). 
Reprinted with permission from reference 48. (b) Sugar molecule displaces multiple dye molecules 

Borogel Blank gel + ARS Borogel + ARS
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bound to surface of the PAMAM–BA receptors in indicator displacement sensing paradigm. 
Reproduced with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Principle of the fluorescent probe 
developed for monitoring glucose. Reprinted with permission from reference 50. Copyright 2014 
American Chemical Society. 

Paper II discussed how ARS MIPs that contained embedded BA groups exhibited a 
high affinity for ARS. These colloidal particles, to which ARS was bound, 
functioned as a fluorescent probe for detecting Cu2+ ions. When Cu2+ ions were 
present, they formed a coordination complex with ARS, which depleted ARS from 
MIPs and subsequently quenched the fluorescence. Figure 11a shows a linear 
relationship between the fluorescence intensity and the logarithm of the Cu2+ 
concentration in the range of 0.1–100 mM. 

Furthermore, colloidal particles exhibited recyclability and could be used as a sensor 
for detecting Cu2+ multiple times. Because Cu2+ ions formed stable complexes with 
ARS, it caused ARS to dissociate from the MIP nanoparticles leading to quenching 
of fluorescence. After Cu2+ ions were detected, MIPs were collected and washed 
with an ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid solution. The obtained polymer particles 
were then reloaded with ARS for subsequent detection of Cu2+ ions. This process 
could be repeated multiple cycles. The ARS binding results and Cu2+-induced 
fluorescence intensity changes in different cycles are presented in Figure 11b. 
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Figure 11. (a) Linear relationship between fluorescence intensity change and logarithm of Cu2+ 
concentration. (b) Recycling and reuse of MIP nanoparticles for adsorbing ARS and detecting Cu2+ in 
buffered solutions. 
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Chapter 3 Nucleic acid signal 
amplification and sensing 

3.1 Nucleic acid hybridization 
The Watson–Crick hybridization of complementary sequences in nucleic acids is 
one of the most important fundamental processes necessary for molecular 
recognition in vivo, such as DNA replication and transcription to RNA.51-52 Nucleic 
acid hybridization also plays a crucial role in nucleic acid identification and isolation 
in vitro, such as southern and northern blots,53 the polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR),54 and DNA sequencing.55-56 

The specificity of base pairing enables perfectly complementary strands to hybridize 
readily and is the basis of recognition in nucleic acid sensors.57-58 To achieve the 
selectivity required for detecting a single mismatch, researchers commonly design 
complementary DNA sequences to contain secondary structures or require an 
assembly, e.g., a hairpin structure or an assembly of multiple nucleic acid strands to 
recognize a single target strand.  

3.1.1 DNA hairpins 
DNA hairpins (hpDNA) are secondary structures that form when two 
complementary regions on the same DNA strand base-pair with one another to 
generate a double helix that terminates in an unpaired loop.59 Compared to linear 
DNA, hpDNA present a higher target recognition selectivity because of their 
inherent structural constraint.60-61  

Molecular beacons (MBs) are specifically designed hpDNA structures that are 
widely used as fluorescent probes.62 MBs are DNA sequences that comprise one 
target-recognition region flanked by two short complementary stem sequences. In 
the absence of a target DNA or RNA, the sequence of one target-recognition region 
forces the entire structure to adopt a stem–loop conformation that brings the 
quencher and fluorophore, which are at opposite MBs ends, closer and quenches the 
fluorescence. In the presence of a target DNA or RNA, the target and MBs loop 
sequence hybridize, and the stronger intermolecular hybridization opens the weaker 
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stem helix. Consequently, the fluorophore and quencher spatially separate, which 
restores the fluorescence63-64 (Figure 12a). 

MBs are most commonly used for real-time PCR and other gene-detection assays.65-

66 MBs designed to hybridize with the forward/reverse PCR products are introduced 
to the PCR solution to monitor the DNA amplification of the target sequence during 
PCR. During annealing, more amplified target DNA molecules hybridize with MBs, 
which proportionally intensifies the fluorescence from the MBs. Wright et al. 
developed a modified molecular beacon strategy, as shown in Figure 12b, wherein 
hairpin DNA containing a 5ʹ thiol and a fluorophore at the 3ʹ end was attached to 
gold colloid nanoparticles (AuNP). The AuNP anchored MBs was used for imaging 
mRNA in live cells. When the hpDNA bound  to the target RNA, the hpDNA 
opened and separated the fluorophore from the AuNP, which generated a 
fluorescence signal.67 

(a) 

 

(b)  

 
Figure 12. (a) Working mechanism of molecular beacon.  Reprinted with permission from reference 
63, Copyright 2009 WILEY VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. (b) Hairpin-DNA-
functionalized gold nanoparticles used for detecting mRNA. Reprinted with permission from reference 
67, Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. 

3.1.2 Hybridization chain reaction 
HCR is a chain reaction of recognition and hybridization events between two sets 
of hpDNA. A target sequence (initiator) hybridizes with a hpDNA, and the hairpin 
structure opens and enables hybridization with a second hpDNA in a chain reaction, 
which yields nicked double stranded-DNA (dsDNA).68 The reaction is enzyme-free 
and proceeds under isothermal conditions. HCR products, nicked dsDNA contain 
hundreds of repeating units, which provide an excellent isothermal amplification 
platform for detecting nucleic acid by incorporating various labels to generate 
signals.69 HCR has been utilized for sensitively detecting a wide variety of analytes, 
including nucleic acids, proteins, small molecules, and cells.70  

In Paper IV, HCR was designed to incorporate a fluorescence donor–acceptor into 
hpDNA to alter analyte-triggered fluorescence emission based on the principle of 
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the Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET). The principle of the HCR-based 
amplification and fluorescence readout is shown in Figure 13. Each hpDNA (H1 
and H2) contains a stem comprising 24 base pairs enclosing a loop of 6 nucleotides 
(nts) and an additional sticky end comprising 6 nts (at the 5ʹ and 3ʹ ends of H1 and 
H2, respectively). The nucleotide sequences are designed to ensure that H1 and H2 
form stable hairpin structures in solutions. The black hole quencher (BHQ1) and 6-
carboxyfluorescein (FAM) are on the opposite sides of the stem and are brought into
proximity in the hairpins. FAM has an excitation wavelength and emission peak at 
484 and 518 nm, respectively. BHQ1 is a nonfluorescent azo dye that has an 
absorption band spanning 480–580 nm, which overlaps FAM emission and causes 
efficient quenching. Therefore, the H1 and H2 do not emit any fluorescence because 
of the FRET between FAM and BHQ1. When an initiator sequence (H0) is added, 
it hybridizes with H1 to form a double strand H0–H1 structure and exposes the H1 
loop. The opened H1 loop then hybridizes with H2 from the sticky end, which 
continuously hybridizes H1 and H2, to form an extended dsDNA. The HCR changes 
the original hairpin structure of H1 and H2 to an extended DNA strand, which 
increases the distance between FAM and BHQ1 on the stem. Consequently, BHQ1 
can no longer quench the FAM fluorescence. 

Figure 13. Principle of HCR-based amplification and fluorescence readout.

3.2 Functional nucleic acids
Nucleic acids are biomolecules that carry the most important genetic information 
found in Nature. Because they were discovered late relative to other biological 
components, considerable efforts have been made to understand their roles in the 
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survival and function of living systems. In addition to the role of nucleic acids for 
carrying genetic information, many related studies have shown that nucleic acid can 
be folded into different structures and that different nucleic acid sequences can 
perform different functions. Such nucleic acids are called “functional nucleic acids” 
(FANs)71-72 which include aptamers, DNAzymes, triplex DNA, and other 
unconventional nucleic acids. 

Aptamers are short, synthetic, single-stranded DNA or RNA that can bind to target 
molecules with high specificity and affinity.73-74 Typically, aptamers are generated 
using a selection process known as systematic evolution of ligands by exponential 
enrichment (SELEX),75 which involves iterative cycles for incubating 
oligonucleotides with the desired target, partitioning unbound sequences, and 
subsequently recovering and amplifying bound sequences.76 Over time, this process 
has been refined and adapted by numerous researchers to enhance its efficiency and 
throughput.77-78 For a wide variety of molecular targets, aptamers have several 
advantages including high binding specificity and affinity, rapid and reliable 
synthesis, easy functionalization, and long-term stability.79-81 These advantages 
enable aptamers to be promising molecular receptors for a diverse range of detecting  
and imaging applications.  

Catalytic nucleic acids, also known as DNAzymes or ribozymes, are sequence-
specific nucleic acids that mimic the function of natural enzymes. Traditionally, 
enzymes were believed to be solely protein based. However, this perspective 
changed in the 1980s with the discovery of catalytic RNA called “ribozymes.”82 In 
1994, Breaker and Joyce further expanded this concept by developing DNAzymes, 
which demonstrate catalytic activity by cleaving the phosphodiester linkage in RNA 
in the presence of Pb2+ ions.83 Similar to aptamers, DNAzymes are usually isolated 
using SELEX or whole-cell–based SELEX in vitro. Since their discovery, a wide 
range of synthetic catalytic nucleic acids have been developed, including the 
hemin/G-quadruplex horseradish peroxidase-mimicking DNAzyme,84 metal-ion-
dependent DNAzymes,85 such as Mg2+, Cu2+, Hg2+, Zn2+, Ca2+, Pb2+, and UO2

2+-
dependent DNAzymes, and  cofactor-dependent DNAzymes, such as histidine-
dependent DNAzyme86. Owing to their cofactor-dependent catalysis, DNAzymes 
have been employed as recognition elements that can detect and report 
concentrations of specific cofactors. 

Triplex DNA is a  DNA structure that is formed through interactions between a third 
strand and a double-helix DNA molecule via Hoogsteen interactions.87-88 Triplex 
DNA can exist in parallel or antiparallel triplex structures, depending on the specific 
base pairs involved, and is used as not only a recognition element89-90 but also  a 
functional structure-switching unit that enables the generation of an output signal 
upon target recognition.91-92 Therefore, targets that can be detected using triplex 
DNA are not limited to specific nucleic acid sequences but cover a wide array of 
molecular targets, including antibodies, proteins, heavy metal ions and small 
molecules. 
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Thus, FNAs are ideal recognition elements and have been integrated with 
nanomaterials to enhance their targeting capabilities. Nanomaterials have several 
unique characteristics, including good biocompatibilities, large specific surface 
areas, easy surface modification and good stability.93-94 FNAs can be used to 
functionalize nanomaterials by covalent attachment, DNA hybridization, 
electrostatic interactions and physical entrapment and can be easily conjugated to 
nanomaterials in a site-specific manner via various functional moieties, such as 
thiols, amines, carboxyl groups and biotin. The development of FNAs-
functionalized nanomaterials provides more flexibility for establishing sensors that 
exhibit high sensitivity for molecular detection.  

3.3 Nucleic acid-functionalized DFNS 
Spherical nucleic acids (SNAs) comprise a nanoparticle core that is densely 
functionalized with nucleic acids. One notable advantage of three-dimensional 
SNAs nanostructures is that densely arranged nucleic acids have a stronger affinity 
with complementary target sequences than free nucleic acids via specific Watson–
Crick base-pair hybridization. A variation of SNAs involves the adsorption of DNA 
on nanoparticle surfaces via physical interactions by functionalizing nanoparticles 
with PDA, which can adsorb ssDNA. 

In Paper III, owing to its high surface area and V-shaped pore structure, DFNS was 
chosen as the core nanoparticle to prepare SNAs. After functionalizing DFNS with 
PDA layer, the resulting PDA-functionalized DFNS (DFNS@DA) could adsorb 
ssDNA to form SNAs. The FAM-labeled DNA recognition probe was absorbed on 
the DFNS@DA surface via physical interactions. Subsequently, the targets and 
probes were specifically bound, and rigid double-stranded structures were formed, 
which weakened the adsorption and binding between the DFNS@DA and the 
probes, and, thus, released the rigid dsDNA structures from the DFNS@DA surface. 
Consequently, the nucleic acid hybridization-induced desorption could be converted 
to a fluorescence signal (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14. Schematic of fluorescence-switching sensing platform.

The FAM–ssDNA/DFNS@DA complex was explored for detecting miR-21, which
has been identified as an important biomarker that is overexpressed in many 
cancers.95-96  Fluorescence spectra were obtained for DFNS@DA in different 
concentrations of miR-21,  as shown in Figure 15a. The fluorescence of the FAM–
ssDNA gradually intensified with increasing miR-21 concentration from 1 to 1000 
nM (Figure 15b). The fluorescence signal change ( F) linearly increased with 
increasing miR-21 concentration in the range from 1 to 10 nM, and the linear 
equation was F = 1.38CmiR-21 –1.20 (R2 = 0.9633). F was linearly related to the 
logarithm concentration of miR-21 in the range of 10 – 1000 nM, and the linear 
equation was F = 125.02 logCmiR-21–132.8 (R2 = 0.9660) and the LOD was 0.53 
nM (Figure 15c and d).
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Figure 15. DFNS@DA performance for detecting miR-21: (a) Fluorescence spectra of FAM–
ssDNA/DFNS@DA complex for detecting different concentrations miR-21. (b) ΔF plotted as a function 
of miR-21concentration. Linear correlations between ΔF and (c) logCmiR-21 and (d) CmiR-21. 
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Chapter 4 Molecularly imprinted 
polymers  

Molecular imprinting provides an effective approach for preparing tailor-made 
polymer materials known as MIPs, which exhibit functionalities similar to those of 
antibodies and enzymes.97-98 The generation of MIPs involves copolymerizing 
functional and crosslinking monomers in the presence of a target species that 
functions as a molecular template. Initially, functional monomers covalently or 
noncovalently form a complex with the template.99  After polymerization, the highly 
crosslinked polymer structure holds functional monomers-template complexes in 
position, and the subsequent template removal produces cavities for which the size, 
shape, and chemical functionality complement those of templates.100-101   

4.1 Noncovalent imprinting 
Pioneered by Mosbach, noncovalent molecular imprinting only utilizes noncovalent 
interactions such as hydrogen bonds, ionic interactions, hydrophobic interactions, 
and metal-ion chelating interactions, for both molecular imprinting and subsequent 
rebinding.102-103 Although this approach offers more flexibility for selecting 
functional monomers and target molecules, it may introduce some heterogeneity to 
binding sites owing to the presence of complexation–decomplexation equilibrium 
during polymerization. 

To date, several synthesis strategies have been designed and developed to produce 
MIPs and improve the imprinting efficiency. Free radical polymerization (FRP) is 
the most popular method for preparing MIPs because FRP initiators have a high 
tolerance for a wide variety of functional monomers and can withstand different 
reaction conditions.104-106 FRP can be triggered in different contexts, including bulk 
polymerization, precipitation polymerization, suspension polymerization, two-stage 
swelling polymerization, and emulsion polymerization. 

Emulsion polymerization is a biphasic process that typically occurs in either an oil-
in-water (o/w) or water-in-oil (w/o) system.107 In emulsion polymerization, 
monomer droplets are mechanically dispersed in a continuous phase of surfactant 
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and initiator.108 The initiator penetrates these droplets and reacts with monomers to 
form spherical polymer particles. 

In Pickering emulsion polymerization, the dispersion system is stabilized by small 
solid particles that adhered to the surface of monomer droplets.109 A crucial step in 
Pickering emulsion polymerization is the formation of stable Pickering emulsion, 
which makes the nanoparticles choice pivotal. Various solid particles, such as 
calcium carbonate and barium sulfate,110 clays,111-112 carbon black,113 carbon 
nanotubes,114 magnetic particles,114-115 silica nanoparticles116-118 and metal–organic 
framework,119 have been employed to prepare Pickering emulsions. Hydrophobic 
particles stabilize oil-in-water and hydrophilic particles stabilize water-in-oil 
emulsions, respectively.120 

Pickering emulsion polymerization offers several advantages, such as simplicity, 
high polymer yields, and precise control over the final particle size. These 
characteristics render Pickering emulsion polymerization a promising method for 
preparing desired MIPs. Silica nanoparticles and attapulgite-coupled magnetic 
nanoparticles have been extensively employed for fabricating MIP microspheres for 
various applications, ranging from binding β-receptor blocker drugs, proteins, and 
steroids to λ-cyhalothrin. 

To enhance the accessibility of MIP recognition sites, our group proposed using 
template molecules bonded to silica nanoparticles as a stabilizer to form Pickering 
emulsions. After polymerization, the silica nanoparticles could be removed using a 
hydrofluoric acid solution, to produce a permeable layer wherein all the binding 
sites are on the MIP surface. 

In paper IV, we described the use of a DFNS structure containing 20 nm pores for 
immobilizing Hb for the subsequent Pickering emulsion polymerization. As shown 
in Figure 16, Hb-coated DFNS was first used to stabilize an oil-in-water emulsion 
comprising functional and crosslinking monomers in the oil phase. After the FRP 
of the oil phase, Hb and DFNS were removed to leave Hb-imprinted cavities on the 
polymer surface. 

 
Figure 16. Schematic of MIP preparation via Pickering emulsion polymerization. 
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Figure 17 shows that the DFNS displayed the highest Hb-loading capacity compared 
to Hb loadings on nonporous silica nanoparticles synthesized using the one-step 
Stöber procedure [BET surface area: 17 m2/g; particle diameter: ~ 250 nm (by DLS)] 
and porous silica purchased from Sigma–Aldrich [surface area 590–690 m2/g; size 
5–20 nm (by TEM)], which indicated that the high surface area and dendritic pore 
structure of DFNS increase protein loading. Additionally, the use of DFNS further 
increased the number of imprinted binding sites because the Hb loading capacity of 
this MIP was higher than that of the MIP reported in a previous study in which 
porous silica purchased from Sigma–Aldrich was used as the stabilizer.121 
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Figure 17. Hb-loading capacities of different nanosilicas. 

4.2 Covalent imprinting based on boronate affinity 
Wulff pioneered covalent imprinting,122-123 in which functional monomers form 
complexes with template molecules via reversible covalent bonds (such as boronic 
ester), prior to polymerization, and during subsequent rebinding. Owing to the 
stability of covalent interactions, covalent imprinting enables the generation of more 
uniformly distributed binding sites. Furthermore, the structures of guest-binding 
sites are better understood in covalent imprinting. 

Covalent molecular imprinting is mainly conducted using two facile and widely 
applicable boronate affinity-based approaches. In one approach, especially for small 
molecules, the template is first mixed with the monomer in an alkaline solution 
containing an appropriate porogen (pH ≥ 8.0), and the template and monomer form 
covalent complexes via boronate affinity, which drives molecular self-assembly. 
Then, the complexes are mixed with the crosslinker and initiators, and radical 
polymerization is initiated to obtain MIPs. In Paper II, ARS and 4-
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vinylphenylboronic acid were used as the template and functional monomer, 
respectively. First, ARS was mixed with VPBA in an ethanol-containing phosphate 
buffer (pH 8.5) solution. Then, the complexes were mixed with the crosslinker
(N,N-methylenebis(acrylamide)) and redox initiator (ammonium 
persulfate/N,N,Nʹ,Nʹ-tetramethylethylenediamine) to initiate the polymerization 
and to form the MIPs (Figure 18).

Figure 18. Synthesis of ARS-imprinted polymer particles.

Because the formation of the ARS–VPBA complex generates strong fluorescence 
emission, the status of the template binding can be monitored throughout the entire 
reaction in real time. This crucial aspect facilitates a deeper understanding of 
imprinting process. Figure 19a shows the change in the fluorescence spectrum of 
the polymerization mixture after the imprinting reaction started at 40 °C. The change 
in the fluorescence intensity of the reaction mixture (at 630 nm) is shown in Figure 
19b. In the first 10 min, the fluorescence intensified, presumably because the 
molecular motion of the boronic acid–ARS complex reduced when the functional 
monomer was linked to growing oligomers. After 10 min of polymerization, the 
fluorescence started to weaken until it became constant. The weakened fluorescence 
may be attributed to light scattering by emerging insoluble particles. In addition, the 
maximum emission wavelength shifted from 620 to 640 nm within the first 20 min 
of polymerization (Figure 19c), which suggests that the boronic acid-bound ARS 
increasingly formed dimers or aggregated structures at imprinted sites. Within the 
first 20 min of the reaction, the fluorescence wavelength and intensity both varied, 
which agree with the findings of a previous study,124 and confirms that particles 
nucleated and molecular-binding sites formed in early  imprinting stages.
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Figure 19. (a) Fluorescence spectra measured at different times for reaction mixture used to prepare 
ARS-imprinted polymer. (b) Changes in fluorescence intensity at 630 nm with increasing 
polymerization time. (c) Changes in maximum emission wavelength with increasing polymerization 
time. 

 

Boronate affinity-based controllable oriented surface imprinting is another approach 
for imprinting.125-126 As shown in Figure 20, a glycoprotein template is first 
immobilized on a boronic acid-functionalized substrate surface via boronate affinity 
binding. Then, a thin polymer film is deposited around the immobilized 
glycoprotein. After the glycoprotein is removed, cavity that complement the 
molecular shape of the template is generated in the imprinting layer. In certain cases, 
the use of only a boronic acid functional monomer may not provide sufficient 
selectivity owing to competing cis-diol containing biomolecules .127-128 To address 
this issues, additional functional monomers, such as polymerizable pyrrolidyl 
acrylate and 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine are employed.128 The 
pyrrolidyl group interacts with the protein molecule via electrostatic interactions, 
while the phosphorylcholine group enhances biocompatibility and reduces 
nonspecific protein adsorption. Controlled/living radical polymerization is used to 
control the polymer film’s thickness. In another approach, a thin film is grafted by 
polycondensing ethoxysilane derivatives that can interact with a specially 
derivatized C-terminal nonapeptide epitope.129-130 The resulting MIPs can bind both 
the full protein and the exposed peptide epitope. To avoid the use of polymerization 
initiators and organic solvents that can denature proteins, pattern-imprinted boronic 
acid-centered self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) have previously been suggested 
as an alternative to MIP films. One example involves a SAM containing a 1,2-
dithiolane derivative, which offers additional binding sites and improved stability 
through H-bonding and an oligo(ethylene glycol) moiety to reduce nonspecific 
protein binding.131 Another SAM bearing an orthogonally functionalized 
acrylamide–alkyne cysteine derivative has previously been synthesized for surface 
imprinting.132 The phenylboronic acid groups were grafted on the imprinted pattern 
via copolymerization to provide high stability, and the residual alkyne functionality 
was capped off to form an ordered pocket around the immobilized glycoprotein 
template. 
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Figure 20. Schematic showing protein imprinting on boronic acid-functionalized surface. Reprinted 
with permission from reference 125. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. 

4.3 DNA in molecular imprinting and sensing  
With technological advances, DNA fragments have become programmable and 
easily modifiable. To improve signaling and binding affinity, DNA oligonucleotides 
have started to be used. Owing to their specific molecular recognition capabilities, 
DNA aptamers can improve the binding affinity of MIPs. Additionally, the polymer 
matrices can incorporate DNA sequences or structures, which enables DNA 
sequences with low binding affinity to be rescued through imprinting. DNA can be 
easily modified using various functional groups, such as acrydite, thiolate, biotin, 
or fluorophores, which enable bioconjugation and signal transduction.133-134 

Spivak et al. used two acrydite-modified aptamers that could bind to different 
positions in thrombin to form a sandwich-like complex.135 The aptamer–thrombin–
aptamer complex was then imprinted in a bulk hydrogel with a few acrylic 
monomers. After the thrombin was removed, the MIP hydrogel exhibited a 
reversible volumetric change in response to thrombin. The imprinting factor of the 
aptamer–MIP hydrogel was much higher than that of the plain MIP hydrogel which 
suggested the importance of the aptamers. Liu et al. immobilized aptamers on a 
gold-coated substrate through a thiol–gold bond. The controlled dopamine 
polymerization around aptamer-anchored proteins entrapped the proteins, which 
were then removed to obtain MIPs. The authors confirmed that the aptamer at the 
bottom of the molecular cavities played a vital role in the selectivity of the resulting 
MIPs.136 Liu et al. exploited both noncovalent and covalent binding properties of 
boronic acid and copolymerized it with the adenosine aptamer to prepare MIPs. 
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Compared with the boronic acid-free aptamer–MIPs, the boronic acid-containing 
aptamer-MIP copolymer exhibited 115-fold and 230-fold higher selectivity for 
adenosine against deoxyadenosine at pH 6.4 and against cytidine, respectively.137

Additionally, DNA has previously been combined with luminescence/fluorescence 
nanoparticles and quantum dots for signaling MIPs binding. Li et al. immobilized 
enrofloxacin (ENR)-specific aptamer on luminescent upconversion nanoparticles
(UCNPs).138 The immobilized aptamers were bound with ENR to produce a “pre-
polymerization” complex for the subsequent nanoparticle formation. Then, the ENR 
was removed to generate luminescent hybrid MIPs. When the hybrid MIPs were 
rebound to the target, an energy-transfer system was formed between the UCNPs 
and target, which weakened the fluorescence emission. The ENR concentration was 
proportional to the decrease in the luminescence intensity over the range of 0.5 – 10 
ng/mL and the limit of detection and quantification were 0.04 and 0.12 ng/mL, 
respectively. Yong et al. utilized quantum dot (QD) supports, a thiol-modified 
aptamer and methacrylic acid as functional monomers, and kanamycin as a template
to prepare QD-MIPs.139 Owing to the enhanced aptamer-induced adsorptive affinity, 
the fluorescence intensified when the QD-MIPs were rebound to kanamycin target. 
The fluorescence linearly intensified with increasing kanamycin concentration in 
the range from 0.05 to 10.0 μg/mL and the limit of detection was 0.013 μg/mL. 

In Paper IV, DNA was used to amplify the molecular recognition signal in MIPs.
Thiol-functionalized ssDNA was conjugated to the captured Hb (via its cysteine 
residue) in situ. Then, MIP–Hb–ssDNA functioned as an initiator to trigger the HCR 
between two hairpin DNA strands that were labeled with fluorophores and 
quenchers. The HCR reaction opened the hairpin structure to form nicked dsDNA
and generated fluorescence emission concomitantly (Figure 21). The linear 
relationship between fluorescence intensity and the logarithm Hb concentration in 
the range of 0.01−1 mg/mL was obtained. The limit of Hb detection was as low as 
6 μg/mL.

Figure 21.  Combination of MIP with HCR for high-sensitivity Hb detection.

Hb MIP ssDNA FAM
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and future 
outlooks 

We designed and developed molecular recognition materials based on BA, DNA, 
and MIPs, which offer cost-effective solutions with high specificity and affinity for 
bioanalytical applications. 

In Paper I, we delved into the application of the CuAAC click reaction and 
intermediate polymer brushes, pNIPAm–co–pGMA, for effectively immobilizing 
BA in DFNS nanopores. Our approach involved the synthesis of two distinct 
boronate affinity materials. The first method involved the direct click conjugation 
of phenylboronic acid on DFNS, while the second method entailed polymer chain 
and subsequent click conjugations. Compared with the polymer-chain-free modified 
DFNS, the polymer-chain-bearing modified DFNS exhibited more BAs and a 
superior binding capacity. Owing to nanochannel-induced size exclusion in the 
DFNS, both boronic acid-modified DFNS could bind small cis-diol molecules in 
the presence of large glycoproteins. After the boronic acid-modified DFNS catches 
target molecules from complex substitutes, we can introduce supplementary 
reagents to visualize the captured targets or trigger a remarkable fluorescence 
response signal. 

Building on the synergistic potential of BA, Paper II explored the combination of 
BA with molecular imprinting technique. ARS and VPBA were selected as the 
template and functional monomer, respectively, to synthesize MIPs via precipitation 
polymerization. The template–functional monomer complex plays an important role 
for studying molecular imprinting and tracking the template binding status via real-
time fluorescence measurements. In addition, MIPs can be used as a recyclable 
sensor to detect Cu2+ ions without any tedious sample preparation. With guidance 
obtained from a deep understanding of molecular imprinting, MIP particles that 
exhibit improved selectivity and sensitivity will be developed. 

Paper III described a “turn-on” fluorescence biosensor developed based on the 
FAM–ssDNA/DFNS@DA complex for rapidly and straightforwardly detecting 
nucleic acid sequences. The combination of the unique DFNS structure and PDA-
coating-induced fluorescence quenching enabled the construction of a fluorescence 
sensor that can tolerate various interfering molecules in biological samples. The 
release of the fluorophore-labeled ssDNA upon target recognition leads to effective 
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fluorescence recovery, which enables the rapid and specific detection of nucleic acid 
targets. Future work could introduce DNA amplification methods to enhance the 
sensitivity of the biosensor. 

Paper IV described how DNA was used to signal MIPs binding. Hb–MIPs were 
synthesized using Pickering emulsion polymerization, wherein DFNS and Hb 
functioned as the stabilizer and template, respectively. DFNS has a higher capacity 
for Hb than other silica nanoparticles, which improved the capacity and selectivity 
of the Hb–MIPs. The HCR was employed to amplify the MIP-induced Hb 
recognition and generated a more easily detectable fluorescence signal. This MIP-
based, nucleic acid-amplified strategy enabled the establishment of a linear 
relationship between the fluorescence intensity and logarithmic Hb concentration in 
the range of 0.01–1 mg/mL. Future work will focus on optimizing the MIP synthesis 
to obtain nano-MIPs and enhance both the selectivity and sensitivity. Additionally, 
the strategy of using DNA to signal MIPs binding can be integrated with a 96 well 
plate reader to achieve high-throughput detection. 

Overall, the thesis represents an important contribution to molecular recognition 
materials. The integration of BA, DNA, and MIPs has opened doors for cost-
effective, specific, and sensitive molecular detection. Furthermore, the introduction 
of fluorescent reagents to signal recognition events has led to more easily detectable 
fluorescence signals. These advancements promise exciting prospects for advancing 
bioanalytical sciences and have excellent potential for practical applications in 
diverse fields. 
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